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	Roof Systems		Arc Roof	ARC Roof

Description

The Arc Roof is a fixed construction, based on three inward-curving trusses that are mounted to side masts. A hinged connection at the outer ends simplifies system setup. Special corners connect the arches to the main grid. Different configurations are made possible by simply changing the arches. The arched trusses have a keder profile on top for fitting the optional canopy.

Dowload: Arc Roof product sheet
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	Tunnel Roof	Tunnel Roof

Description

The Tunnel Roof is a fixed construction, based on inward-curving trusses that form a complete arch. The Tunnel Roof is available in two sizes: 12 m stage width combined with an arch 6 m height, or a 16 m stage width combined with an arch of 8 m height. The depth of the stage can be varied in 2 or 3 m bay sections. Each 5th section must be stiffened by guy-wires or similar support method. There is no limit to the depth of the stage. Due to the arched construction, the Tunnel Roof is both very compact and strong.

Download: Prolyte Tunnel Roof product sheet

[image: Tunnel roof structure]
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	Flat Roof	Flat Roof

Description

A tower-based structure with a sloping roof toward the back of the stage, the Flat Roof is remarkably easy to build. Mainly based on standard trusses, the roof is available in three different sizes to provide a number of building options. The Flat roof can be considered as an entry-level system, which can easily be expanded to a MPT Roof system. 

Download: Prolyte Flat Roof product sheet

[image: Flat roof structure]
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	CLT Roof	CLT Roof

Description

The CLT Roof is a tower-based structure with a curved roof. It is based on the standard MPT Roof, which can easily be transformed into a CLT Roof simply by adding a different set of top units. The CLT rooftop section is based on arched H30D truss with integrated keder profiles to mount the canopy. These arches are supported by special frames which are mounted on the basic grid trusses.

Downloads: Prolyte CLT Roof product sheet

[image: CLT roof structure]
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	MPT Roof	MPT Roof

Description

The MPT Roof is a tower-based structure with a pitched roof, a design which guarantees optimum strength. Primarily configured from standard trusses, the MPT Roof is available in three different sizes. However, the unrivalled flexibility of the system affords nearly 40 calculated building varieties or setup possibilities for your MPT Roof. At ProlyteStructures Roof Systems, we are aware that every season and every event brings different demands, and accordingly we have designed the MPT Roof to accommodate an extraordinary range of applications.

Downloads: Prolyte MPT Roof Product sheet

[image: MPT roof structure]
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	ST Roof	ST Roof

Description

The ST Roof is a tower-based structure with a pitched roof, a design that inherently offers optimum strength. The larger ST Series offers flexible possibilities for creating stage dimensions up to 30 × 20 m. Technical specifications available on request.

Downloads: Prolyte ST Roof product sheet

[image: ST roof structure]
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	Giant Arc Roof	Giant ARC Roof

Description

The Giant ARC Roof is a tower-based structure that is constructed using 3-to-5 arches. Straight truss sections, interconnected with bottom hinges and topside spreader plates, create the arch needed over the complete span. Two steel wires per span absorb horizontal forces caused by the loading. The arches are connected to either a standard ST or CT tower.

Downloads: Prolyte Giant Arc Roof product sheet

[image: Giant ARC roof structure_1]
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	LT Roof	LT Roof

Description

The LT Roof is a tower-based structure with a pitched roof. Although the roof pitch is designed differently than the MPT or ST Roof Systems, it can be constructed just as easily as all ProlyteStructures Roof Systems. The LT Roof has a standard cantilever of 2 m at the front side. Special tent profiles with integrated keder profile are mounted on top of the truss by means of adjustable supports. The adjustable supports make it possible to build the roof in different configurations. With the addition of an extra section, the stage depth can be extended from 10m to 15m. Sound-wings grids with an inside width of 4,8 m are optional, built adjacent to the main stage.

Downloads: Prolyte LT Roof product sheet

[image: LT roof structure]
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	Space Roof	Space Roof

Description 

The Space Roof is a moduylar roof system based on a space frame structure. The roof can be suspended from standard Prolyte CT towers. The aluminium profiles combine with special node points to create a roof structure of any desired size or shape. The Space Roof can be built up to 37 x 22 meters in size. The specially designed top canopy guarantees efficient water drainage. Due to the complexity and size of the Space Roof, quotations are made on request only, allowing us to match your requirements with the possibilities this system offers.

[image: Space Roof structure]
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	Trusses		Accessories		Baseplates		Steel Baseplate 30-40 Series Square
	Steel Baseplate 30-40 Series Round
	Baseplate 52V Truss
	Baseplate 40V Truss
	Baseplate 40D
	Baseplate 40L Truss
	Baseplate 36R Truss


		Baseplate 36V Truss
	Baseplate 30V Truss
	Baseplate 30D Truss
	Baseplate 30L Truss
	Baseplate 20V Truss
	Baseplate 20D Truss
	Baseplate 20L Truss


	[image: steel-baseplate-square-1.ab770bfe]
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	Clamps		Swivel Clamp (60 mm) CLP-636
	Clamp (60 mm) CLP-635
	Side Entry Clamp (48-51 mm) CLP-588
	Trigger Clamp (48-51 mm) CLP-589
	Side Entry Clamp (48-51 mm) CLP-587
	Clamp (48-51 mm) CLP-545
	Pivot Hinge Clamp (48-51 mm) CLP-541
	Clamp (48-51 mm) CLP-537
	Swivel Clamp (48-51 mm) CLP-536
	Clamp (48-51 mm) CLP-535


		Clamp (48-51 mm) CLP-529L
	Clamp (48-51 mm) CLP-529
	Quick Release Claw (51 mm) CLP-528L
	Quick Release Claw (51 mm) CLP-528
	Hook Clamp CLP-527
	Hook Clamp (48-51 mm) CLP-525
	Swivel Clamp (30-32 mm) CLP-436
	Clamp (30-32 mm) CLP-435
	Hook Clamp (30-32 mm) CLP-425


	[image: clp-635.00e7584d]
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	Couplers		CCS4		CCS4-S50 Spacer
	CCS4-S45 Spacer
	CCS4-S40 Spacer
	CCS4-S35 Spacer
	CCS4-S30 Spacer
	CCS4-S25 Spacer
	CCS4-S20 Spacer
	CCS4-S15 Spacer


		CCS4-S10 Spacer
	CCS4-S05 Spacer
	CCS4-451 Coupler
	CCS4-450 Coupler
	CCS4-404 Spigot
	CCS4-403 Spigot
	CCS4-402 Coupler
	CCS4-400 Coupler


	[image: ccs7-s10-s50.d332cb45]
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	CCS6		CCS6-S50 Spacer
	CCS6-S45 Spacer
	CCS6-S40 Spacer
	CCS6-S35 Spacer
	CCS6-S30 Spacer
	CCS6-S25 Spacer
	CCS6-S20 Spacer
	CCS6-S15 Spacer
	CCS6-S10 Spacer
	CCS6-S05 Spacer
	CCS6-S02 Spacer


		CCS6-653 Coupler
	CCS6-652S Coupler
	CCS6-651 Coupler
	CCS6-650 Coupler
	CCS6-607 Spigot
	CCS6-605 Safety R-spring
	CCS6-604 Spigot
	CCS6-603 Spigot
	CCS6-602 Coupler
	CCS6-600H Hybrid Coupler
	CCS6-600 Coupler
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	CCS7		CCS7-S20 Spacer
	CCS7-S50 Spacer
	CCS7-S40 Spacer
	CCS7-S35 Spacer
	CCS7-S30 Spacer
	CCS7-S10 Spacer
	CCS7-S05 Spacer
	CCS7-S02 Spacer


		CCS7-751 Coupler
	CCS7-750 Coupler
	CCS7-705 Safety R-spring
	CCS7-704 Spigot
	CCS7-703 Spigot
	CCS7-702/16 Coupler
	CCS7-702/12 Coupler
	CCS7-700 Coupler
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	Followspot Chair	[image: followspot-chair.3e825e13]




Catalog number: ACC-FSS-1



Item code: 111600048


Compact and ergonomic follow spot chair, offering maximum comfort and safety for the technician. The adjustable leg rest and integrated ballast tray and spigot point for the spot make it easy to install. The round mounting ring allows a fully adjustable spot position. Total loading 250 kg; including 50kg for the ballast, 100kg for the spot and 100kg for the technician.
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	Miscellaneous		TT3-2632290 Push up Electrical Corner Coupler
	TT3-2629223 Push up Electrical Straight Coupler
	TT3-2025768 Push up Live Feed Coupler
	B100CW-LIFT Catwalk Lift
	AO3-HP Hanging Pack with CS2 + Wedge Skts
	ACC-LP-RS-6X120 R-Spring 6 x 120mm for 36mm Pin
	ACC-LP-36 Locking Pin Mammoth Truss
	ACC-LP-30-D75 Locking Pin 30mm for D75 Truss


		ACC-LP-20-60 Locking Pin for CCS7-HINGE
	ACC-LP-16 Locking Pin 16MM with Clip
	ACC-LP-10 Locking Pin 10MM with Clip
	40D/V Lifting Bracket WLL 1000KG
	30D/V Lifting Bracket WLL 1000KG
	20D/V Lifting Bracket WLL 250kg
	ACC-515-TRUSS CARRIER FOR 30D/V
	Truss Dolly 30D / 30V / H40R ACC-530
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	Rigging Gear		Softsteel 2000 KG[image: ss-2t-100.0d991ed5]

Catalog number: SS-2T-200


Item code: 111540076





		RI-SH3.2T-SHACKLE 3 2T WITH BOLT/NUT/PIN[image: ri-sh-3-2t.51e1c6cf]
Catalog number: RI-SH3.2T


Item code: 111540052All Prolyte rigging hardware is manufactured to the highest quality standards, fully tested and certified it complies with the latest standards and regulations and offers maximum security. Prolyte hardware is designed for use in the entertainment market and fully “rigger-proof”.
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	Architectural Truss		[image: AstraLite]AstraLite Triangular Truss Length
	[image: xl30d-truss]XL30D Triangular Truss Length
	[image: xu30d-l100]XU30D Triangular Truss Length


		[image: e20v Square Truss Lenght]E20V Square Truss Length
	[image: E20D Triangular Truss Lenght]E20D Triangular Truss Length
	[image: AstraLive]AstraLive Triangular Truss Length
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	Book Corners		Book Corner 66R	
Catalog number: BOOK-66R

Item code: 111510008

Book corners are used to create flexible angles; using a hinged connection, any angle can be achieved. Once the correct angle is determined, the book corner can be fixed by using the fixing arm. Book corners are not designed as load bearing component, loads should be supported at both sides of the corner.
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	Book Corner 66V	
Catalog number: BOOK-66V

Item code: 111510009

Book corners are used to create flexible angles; using a hinged connection, any angle can be achieved. Once the correct angle is determined, the book corner can be fixed by using the fixing arm. Book corners are not designed as load bearing component, loads should be supported at both sides of the corner.
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	Book Corner 52F	[image: book-52f.a27718e6]


Catalog number: BOOK-52F

Item code: 111510006

Book corners are used to create flexible angles; using a hinged connection, any angle can be achieved. Once the correct angle is determined, the book corner can be fixed by using the fixing arm. Book corners are not designed as load bearing component, loads should be supported at both sides of the corner.
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	Book Corner 52V	
Catalog number: BOOK-52V

Item code: 111510007

Book corners are used to create flexible angles; using a hinged connection, any angle can be achieved. Once the correct angle is determined, the book corner can be fixed by using the fixing arm. Book corners are not designed as load bearing component, loads should be supported at both sides of the corner.




	 Close


	Book Corner 36R	[image: book-36r-v.b569aee0]


Catalog number: BOOK-36R

Item code: 111510003

Book corners are used to create flexible angles; using a hinged connection, any angle can be achieved. Once the correct angle is determined, the book corner can be fixed by using the fixing arm. Book corners are not designed as load bearing component, loads should be supported at both sides of the corner.




	 Close


	Book Corner 36V	[image: book-36r-v.b569aee0]


Catalog number: BOOK-36V

Item code: 111510004

Book corners are used to create flexible angles; using a hinged connection, any angle can be achieved. Once the correct angle is determined, the book corner can be fixed by using the fixing arm. Book corners are not designed as load bearing component, loads should be supported at both sides of the corner.
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	Book Corner 40D/V	[image: book-40d-v.43a2d123]


Catalog number: BOOK-40D/V

Item code: 111510005

Book corners are used to create flexible angles; using a hinged connection, any angle can be achieved. Once the correct angle is determined, the book corner can be fixed by using the fixing arm. Book corners are not designed as load bearing component, loads should be supported at both sides of the corner.
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	Book Corner 30D/V	[image: book-30d-v.54bc6725]


Catalog number: BOOK-30D/V

Item code: 111510002

Book corners are used to create flexible angles; using a hinged connection, any angle can be achieved. Once the correct angle is determined, the book corner can be fixed by using the fixing arm. Book corners are not designed as load bearing component, loads should be supported at both sides of the corner.
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	Box Corners		Box Corner 100RV
	Box Corner S66V
	Box Corner S66R
	Box Corner 52V
	Box Corner 36R
	Box Corner 36V
	Box Corner H52V


		Box Corner 40R Attachment
	Box Corner 40R
	Box Corner 40V
	Box Corner 40L
	Box Corner 40 Mounting Kit
	Box Corner 30V Attachment
	Box Corner 30V Attachment Box


		Box Corner 30V
	Box Corner 30L
	Box Corner 30 Mounting Kit
	Box Corner 20V Attachment
	Box Corner 20V
	Boxcorner 20L
	Boxcorner H20L
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	Circles		S52V Square Circle Truss
	S36V Square Circle Truss
	S36R Rectangular Circle Truss
	H40D Triangular Circle Truss
	H40V Square Circle Truss
	H30D Triangular Circle Truss
	H30L Ladder Circle Truss


		H30V Square Circle Truss
	X30D Triangular Circle Truss
	X30L Ladder Circle Truss
	X30V Square Circle Truss
	E20V Square Circle Truss
	AstraLite Triangular Circle Truss


	[image: Circles]
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	Corners		Ladder Corners H40L		H40L-C017U Corner T-Joint Up
	H40L-C017F Corner T-Joint Flat
	H40L-C016U 4-Way Corner Cross U
	H40L-C016F 4-Way Corner Cross F
	H40L-C005U 2-Way Corner 135° Up
	H40L-C005F 2-Way Corner 135° Flat
	H40L-C004U 2-Way Corner 120° Up
	H40L-C004F 2-Way Corner 120° Flat
	H40L-C003U 2-Way Corner 90° Up
	H40L-C003F 2-Way Corner 90° Flat
	H40L-C002U 2-Way Corner 60° Up
	H40L-C002F 2-Way Corner 60° Flat
	H40L-C001U 2-Way Corner 45° Up
	H40L-C001F 2-Way Corner 45° Flat


	[image: x30l-c016u.2b9efb2f]
	 Close


	Ladder Corners X30L		X30L-C020U 4-Way T-Joint Vertical Up
	X30L-C020F 4-Way T-Joint Vertical FL
	X30L-C017U 3-Way T-Joint Horizontal Up
	X30L-C017F 3-Way T-Joint Horizontal FL
	X30L-C016U 4-Way Cross Up
	X30L-C016F 4-Way Cross Flat
	X30L-C005U 2-Way Corner 135° Up
	X30L-C005F 2-Way Corner 135° FL
	X30L-C004U 2-Way Corner 120° Up
	X30L-C004F 2-Way Corner 120° FL
	X30L-C003U 2-Way Corner 90° Up
	X30L-C003F 2-Way Corner 90° Flat
	X30L-C002U 2-Way Corner 60° Up
	X30L-C002F 2-Way Corner 60° Flat
	X30L-C001U 2-Way Corner 45° Up
	X30L-C001F 2-Way Corner 45° Flat


	 Close


	Square Corners E20V		E20V-C020 4-Way Corner T-Joint
	E20V-C016 4-Way Corner Cross
	E20V-C012 3-Way Corner
	E20V-C005 2-Way Corner 135°
	E20V-C004 2-Way Corner 120°
	E20V-C003 2-Way Corner 90°
	E20V-C002 2-Way Corner 60°
	E20V-C001 2-Way Corner 45°


	[image: e20v-c012.d8082506]
	 Close


	Square Corners H40V		H40V-C024 5-Way Corner
	H40V-C020 4-Way Corner
	H40V-C017 3-Way Corner T-Joint
	H40V-C016 4-Way Corner Cross
	H40V-C012 3-Way Corner
	H40V-C005 2-Way Corner 135°
	H40V-C004 2-Way Corner 120°
	H40V-C003 2-Way Corner 90°
	H40V-C002 2-Way Corner 60°
	H40V-C001 2-Way Corner 45°


	[image: h40v-c020.12bc2124]
	 Close


	Square Corners X30V		X30V-C024 5-Way Corner
	X30V-C020 4-Way Corner
	X30V-C017 3-Way Corner T-Joint
	X30V-C016 4-Way Cross
	X30V-C012 3-Way Corner
	X30V-C005 2-Way Corner 135°
	X30V-C004 2-Way Corner 120°
	X30V-C003 2-Way Corner 90°
	X30V-C002 2-Way Corner 60°
	X30V-C001 2-Way Corner 45°


	[image: x30v-c012.59da4f38]
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	Standard Corners S100F / B100		S100F-C017 3-Way T-Joint
	S100F-C016 4-Way Corner
	RT-B100RV-C002 Base Corner 60°
	B100RV-C017 3-Way Corner
	B100RV-C016 4-Way Corner
	B100CW-C016 4-Way Cross


	[image: s100f-l100]
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	Standard Corners S36 Series		S36V-C012 3-Way Corner
	RT-S36V-C003 Base Corner 60°
	S36V-C017 3-Way Corner T-Joint
	S36V-C016 4-Way Corner Cross
	S36V-C003 2-Way Corner 90°
	S36R-C013 3-Way Corner L. AD
	S36R-C017 3-Way Corner T-Joint
	S36R-C016 4-Way Corner Cross
	S36R-C012 3-Way Corner R. AD
	S36R-C007 2-Way Corner 90°
	S36R-C003 2-Way Corner 90°


	[image: s36r-croped]
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	Standard Corners S52F		S52F-C017 3-Way Corner T-Joint
	S52F-C016 4-Way Corner
	S52F-C003 2-Way Corner 90°


	[image: s52f-l100]
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	Triangular Corners AstraLite / AstraLive		AO3-C020 4-Way T-Joint AD
	AO3-C017 3-Way T-Joint Horizontal
	AO3-C016 4-Way Cross
	AO3-C013 3-Way Corner L. AD
	AO3-C012 3-Way Corner R. AD
	AO3-C010 3-Way Corner R. AU
	AO3-C007 2-Way Corner 90° AI
	AO3-C005 2-Way Corner 135°
	AO3-C004 2-Way Corner 120°
	AO3-C003 2-Way Corner 90°
	AO3-C002 2-Way Corner 60°
	AO3-C001 2-Way Corner 45°


	[image: ao3-c013.89677374]
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	Triangular Corners E20D		E20D-C020 4-Way T-Joint AD
	E20D-C018 3-Way T-Joint Vertical
	E20D-C017 3-Way T-Joint Horizontal
	E20D-C016 4-Way Cross
	E20D-C013 3-Way AD Left
	E20D-C012 3-Way Corner R. AD
	E20D-C007 2-Way Corner 90° AD
	E20D-C005 2-Way Corner 135°
	E20D-C004 2-Way Corner 120°
	E20D-C003 2-Way Corner 90°
	E20D-C002 2-Way Corner 60°
	E20D-C001 2-Way Corner 45°


	[image: e20d-c003.a75b1f79]
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	Triangular Corners H30D		H30D-C024 5-Way Horizontal AD
	H30D-C021 5-Way Vertical
	H30D-C020 4-Way T-Joint AD
	H30D-C018 3-Way T-Joint Vert
	H30D-C017 3-Way T-Joint Hor.
	H30D-C016 4-Way Corner Cross
	H30D-C013 3-Way Corner L. AD
	H30D-C012 3-Way Corner R. AD
	H30D-C011 3-Way Corner L. AU
	H30D-C010 3-Way Corner R. AU


	[image: x30d-c018.05a29722]
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	Triangular Corners H40D		H40D-C024-TRIANGLE 40 5-WAY CORNER H. AD
	H40D-C023-TRIANGLE 40 5-WAY CORNER H. AU
	H40D-C022-TRIANGLE 40 6-WAY CORNER
	H40D-C014-TRIANGLE 40 4-WAY CORNER R. AD
	H40D-C021-TRIANGLE 40 5-WAY CORNER VERT
	H40D-C020-TRIANGLE 40 4-WAY T-JOINT AD
	H40D-C019-TRIANGLE 40 4-WAY T-JOINT AU
	H40D-C018-TRIANGLE 40 3-WAY T-JOINT VERT
	H40D-C017-TRIANGLE 40 3-WAY T-JOINT HOR.
	H40D-C016-TRIANGLE 40 4-WAY CORNER CROSS
	H40D-C015-TRIANGLE 40 4-WAY CORNER L. AD
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	Heavy-duty Truss		C52T Truss Length	[image: c52t-l100]

Catalog number: C52T-L100




Item code: 111810002


C52T mast sections are constructed of main tubes (60 x 5 mm) and diagonals (48 x 3 mm – 30 x 3 mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the C52T is fast and easy to assemble. Due to its 3-sided webbing the C52T truss can absorb vertical as well as horizontal loads, which make sit ideal for outdoor or 3 dimensional structures. The one-sided horizontal bracing facilitates safe and easy access of the mast sections when in position.

	 Close


	S40T Square Truss Length	[image: s40t-l100]




Catalog number: S40T-L100
 


Item code: 111810018


S40 mast sections are constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (25 x 3 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the S40 is fast and easy to assemble. Due to its 3-sided webbing the S40 truss can absorb vertical as well as horizontal loads, which make sit ideal for outdoor or 3 dimensional structures. The one-sided horizontal bracing facilitates safe and easy access of the mast sections when in position.

	 Close


	M145RV Mammoth Truss Length	[image: m145rv-l100]

Catalog number: M145RV-L240


Item code: 111110240


The M145RV Mammoth truss is constructed of main tubes (100 x 8 mm) and diagonals (60 x 60 x 3,5 mm and 50 x 4 mm). The M145RV truss is equipped with a smart, orientation free, pin-fork type connection and is fast and easy to assemble. The M145RV truss is developed for special applications where extreme loads or circumstances require massive strength; it can be used as mast section in combination with tower systems or as span in combination with the D75 truss. Due to its 4-sided webbing the D75 truss can absorb vertical as well as horizontal loads, which make sit ideal for outdoor or 3 dimensional structures. Spans up to 30 metres are no challenge for this truss. Other truss types can be stored inside the M145RV truss.

	 Close


	D75T Square Truss Length	[image: d75t-l100]
 


Catalog number: D75T-L200 


Item code: 111810036


The D75T truss is constructed of main tubes (80 x 10 mm) and diagonals (40 x 3 mm). The D75 truss is equipped with a smart, orientation free, pin-fork type connection and is fast and easy to assemble. The D75 truss is developed for special applications where extreme loads or circumstances require extreme strength; it can be used as mast section in combination with tower systems or as span in combination with the mammoth truss. Due to its 4-sided webbing the D75 truss can absorb vertical as well as horizontal loads, which make sit ideal for outdoor or 3 dimensional structures. The integrated horizontal bracing facilitates safe and easy access of the mast sections when in position.

	 Close


	B100CW Catwalk Truss Length	[image: b100cw-l100]






Catalog number: B100CW-L200


Item code: 111110001


The design of the catwalk truss is based on the B100RV truss. The catwalk truss can be used to create mother grids, work platforms or proscenium of lighting bridges. The handrail and reinforced bottom plate create a safe walking and working environment. The catwalk truss can be fitted with additional bracing bars for suspension and optional side cantilevers to create space to hang your lighting equipment. The catwalk truss is available with a range of corners and accessories.
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	B100RV Rectangular Truss Length	[image: b100rv-l100]




Catalog number: B100RV-L100


Item code: 111110011


B100RV Series truss is constructed of main tubes (60 x 6 mm) and diagonals (48 x 3 mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the B100RV truss is fast and easy to assemble. Due to its 4-sided webbing the B100RV truss can absorb vertical as well as horizontal loads, which make sit ideal for outdoor or 3 dimensional structures. Standard equipped with a set of castors, the truss is easy to transport and stack, and clever pin orientation makes the assembly fool proof. B100RV truss is available in triangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.
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	S100F Folding Truss Length	[image: s100f-l100]
 

Catalog number: S100F-L100

Item code: 111110031

S100F truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (48 x 3 mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the S100F truss is fast and easy to assemble. Its foldable design can safe up to 75% truck or warehouse space, while the smart placing of the hinges prevents personal injuries. The S100F is suited for vertical loading only. Clever spigot pin orientation makes the assembly fool proof. S100F truss is available in several lengths and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	S66R Rectangular Truss Length with Castors	[image: s66r-prt]


Catalog number: S66R-L100-C


Item code: 111110150


S66 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (30 x 3mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the S66 truss is fast and easy to assemble. Designed as a pre-rig truss for par cans the S66 truss offers a strong truss with a very high loading capacity. The clever pin orientation guarantees fast and fool proof assembly. S66 truss is available in rectangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	S66R Rectangular Truss Length	[image: s66r-l100]


Catalog number: S66R-L100


Item code: 111110149


S66 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (30 x 3mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the S66 truss is fast and easy to assemble. Designed as a pre-rig truss for par cans the S66 truss offers a strong truss with a very high loading capacity. The clever pin orientation guarantees fast and fool proof assembly. S66 truss is available in rectangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	S66V Square Truss Length with Castors	[image: s66v-prt-l100]


Catalog number: S66V-L100-C


Item code: 111110172


S66 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (30 x 3mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the S66 truss is fast and easy to assemble. Designed as a pre-rig truss for par cans the S66 truss offers a strong truss with a very high loading capacity. The clever pin orientation guarantees fast and fool proof assembly. S66 truss is available in rectangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	S66V Square Truss Length	[image: s66v-l100]


Catalog number: S66V-L100 


Item code: 111110171


S66 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (30 x 3mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the S66 truss is fast and easy to assemble. Designed as a pre-rig truss for par cans the S66 truss offers a strong truss with a very high loading capacity. The clever pin orientation guarantees fast and fool proof assembly. S66 truss is available in rectangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	S52F Folding Truss Length	[image: s52f-l100]



Catalog number: S52F-L240


Item code: 111110088


S52 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (25 x 3 mm – 30 x 3mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the S52 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The S52 truss offers a strong truss with a very high loading capacity; the S52SV has a 4-sided webbing, making it strong in a vertical and horizontal plane. The folding truss offers low transport volume combined with ultimate strength. S52F truss is not available as circular truss.



	 Close


	S52SV Square Truss Length	[image: s52sv-l100]



Catalog number: S52SV-L100


Item code: 111110104


S52 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (25 x 3 mm – 30 x 3mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the S52 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The S52 truss offers a strong truss with a very high loading capacity; the S52SV has a 4-sided webbing, making it strong in a vertical and horizontal plane. This study truss is a standard for rental companies all over the globe. The clever pin orientation guarantees fast and fool proof assembly. S52 truss is available in rectangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.




	 Close


	S52V Square Truss Length	[image: s52v-l100]


Catalog number: S52V-L100 


Item code: 111110123


S52 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (25 x 3 mm – 30 x 3mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the S52 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The S52 truss offers a strong truss with a very high loading capacity; the S52SV has a 4-sided webbing, making it strong in a vertical and horizontal plane. This study truss is a standard for rental companies all over the globe. The clever pin orientation guarantees fast and fool proof assembly. S52 truss is available in rectangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	S36PRA Flexable PreRigTruss Length	[image: s36pra-l100]


Catalog number: S36PRA-L122


Item code: 111110262


S36PRT truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (25 x 3 mm). Equipped with a pivoting pin-fork connection system, the S36PRT truss is fast and easy to assemble. Designed as pre-rig truss for moving heads, the truss has both fixed or flexible cross and linear braces on the topside to accommodate any type of luminaire. The trusses and dollies can be easily stacked for storage or transport.

	 Close


	S36PRF Fixed PreRigTruss Length	[image: s36prf-l100]


Catalog number: S36PRF-L122


Item code: 111110259


S36PRT truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (25 x 3 mm). Equipped with a pivoting pin-fork connection system, the S36PRT truss is fast and easy to assemble. Designed as pre-rig truss for moving heads, the truss has both fixed or flexible cross and linear braces on the topside to accommodate any type of luminaire. The trusses and dollies can be easily stacked for storage or transport.

	 Close


	S36R Rectangular Truss Length	[image: s36r-l100]


Catalog number: S36R-L100


Item code: 111110045


S36 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (25 x 3 mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the S36 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The S36 truss offers a compact truss with a high loading capacity; the S36V has a 4-sided webbing, making it strong in a vertical and horizontal plane. This compact and flexible truss is a standard for rental companies all over the globe. The clever pin orientation guarantees fast and fool proof assembly. S36 truss is available in rectangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	S36V Square Truss Length	[image: s36v-l100]


Catalog number: S36V-L100


Item code: 111110061


S36 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (25 x 3 mm). Equipped with the CCS7 conical coupling system, the S36 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The S36 truss offers a compact truss with a high loading capacity; the S36V has a 4-sided webbing, making it strong in a vertical and horizontal plane. This compact and flexible truss is a standard for rental companies all over the globe. The clever pin orientation guarantees fast and fool proof assembly. S36 truss is available in rectangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close




	 Close


	Multipurpose Truss		H52V Square Truss Length	[image: h52v-l100]


Catalog number: H52V-L100


Item code: 111050230


H52V truss is constructed of main tubes (48,3 x 3 mm) and diagonals (25 x 3 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the H52V truss is fast and easy to assemble. The H52V truss offers extra strength and loading capacity, for those applications where longer spans or extra capacity is needed. H52V truss is available in square profiles, additional box corners and accessories.

	 Close


	H40R Rectangular Truss Length	[image: h40r-l100]


Catalog number: H40R-L100


Item code: 111050492


The H40R truss is a rectangular standard H40 truss constructed of main tubes (48,3 x 3 mm) and diagonals (20 x 2 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system the H40R has a clever program of specifications; compact and strong the H40R has three-sided webbing, the thicker braces on the bottom side allow easy mounting of moving heads and central loading, reducing the torsion effect resulting from one-sided loading in standard trusses. The spigot orientation follows that of the S series truss, allowing easy assembly while the truss is still on the floor. The H40R measures 387 mm high by 287 mm wide. The H40R is available in all standard lengths as well as a box-corner, a box corner attachment and the H40R MPT adapter; completing the H40R range to a convenient and flexible range.

	 Close


	H40V Square Truss Length	[image: h40v-l100]


Catalog number: H40V-L100


Item code: 111050192


H40 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (48,3 x 3 mm) and diagonals (20 x 2 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the H40 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The H40 offers extra strength, next to its flexible application possibilities and is the ideal solution for the event or exhibition market. H40 truss is available in ladder, triangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	H40D Triangular Truss Length	[image: h40d-l100]


Catalog number: H40D-L100


Item code: 111050132


H40 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (48,3 x 3 mm) and diagonals (20 x 2 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the H40 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The H40 offers extra strength, next to its flexible application possibilities and is the ideal solution for the event or exhibition market. H40 truss is available in triangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	H40L Ladder Truss Length	[image: h40l-l100]


Catalog number: H40L-L100


Item code: 111050153


H40 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (48,3 x 3 mm) and diagonals (20 x 2 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the H40 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The H40 offers extra strength, next to its flexible application possibilities and is the ideal solution for the event or exhibition market. H40 truss is available in ladder, triangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	H30V Square Truss Length	[image: h30v-l100]


Catalog number: H30V-L100


Item code: 111050094


H30 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (48,3 x 3 mm) and diagonals (16 x 2 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the H30 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The H30 truss can be found in rental fleets all over the globe, where its optimum strength and flexible application possibilities makes it well loved and much used. H30 truss is available in triangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	H30D Triangular Truss Length	[image: h30d-l100]


Catalog number: H30D-L100


Item code: 111050014


H30 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (48,3 x 3 mm) and diagonals (16 x 2 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the H30 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The H30 truss can be found in rental fleets all over the globe, where its optimum strength and flexible application possibilities makes it well loved and much used. H30 truss is available in triangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	H30L Ladder Truss Length	[image: h30l-l100]


Catalog number: H30L-L100


Item code: 111050041


H30 Series truss is constructed of main tubes (48,3 x 3 mm) and diagonals (16 x 2 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the H30 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The H30 truss can be found in rental fleets all over the globe, where its optimum strength and flexible application possibilities makes it well loved and much used. H30 truss is available in triangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	X30V Square Truss Length	[image: x30v-l100]


Catalog number: X30V-L100


Item code: 111080133


X30 truss is constructed of main tubes (51 x 2 mm) and diagonals (16 x 2 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the X30 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The X30 truss can be found in rental fleets all over the globe, where its low volume and flexible application possibilities makes it the ideal truss for exhibitions and low intensity rental jobs. X30 truss is available in ladder, triangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	X30D Triangular Truss Length	[image: x30d-l100]


Catalog number: X30D-L100


Item code: 111080041


X30 truss is constructed of main tubes (51 x 2 mm) and diagonals (16 x 2 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the X30 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The X30 truss can be found in rental fleets all over the globe, where its low volume and flexible application possibilities makes it the ideal truss for exhibitions and low intensity rental jobs. X30 truss is available in ladder, triangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	X30L Ladder Truss Length	[image: x30l-l100]


Catalog number: X30L-L100


Item code: 111080080


X30 truss is constructed of main tubes (51 x 2 mm) and diagonals (16 x 2 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the X30 truss is fast and easy to assemble. The X30 truss can be found in rental fleets all over the globe, where its low volume and flexible application possibilities makes it the ideal truss for exhibitions and low intensity rental jobs. X30 truss is available in ladder, triangular and square profiles and a range of corners and accessories.

	 Close


	H20LB Ladderbeam Truss Length	[image: h20lb-l100]


Catalog number: H20LB-L100


Item code: 111050537


H20LB Series truss is constructed with both main tubes and diagonals (48,3 x 3 mm). Equipped with the CCS6 conical coupling system, the H20LB truss is fast and easy to assemble. The H20LB truss is a frame girder, without diagonal bracing and with rigid joints between top and bottom chords and verticals. The H20LB is designed to create matrix frames for circumstances with low headroom, like studio installations. Standard box corner ribs make it a complete and flexible system.

	 Close
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	ProTrac	[image: protrac.fb6309e1]

Ready for the Future

The rapid evolution of contemporary theater productions has placed new demands on existing fly-bar systems. Important recent developments include higher loading requirements, a growth in the scope of productions, and the introduction of mechanically operated fly-bar systems. The demands placed by new production techniques have made many fly-bar systems no longer suitable for the job. Developed to fill this gap, ProTrac is a substantially upgraded fly-bar system with several extra options and a high loading capacity. Additionally, because ProTrac is a lightweight system (low inherent weight), it allows a higher net loading capacity for your winches or drivers.

 


	 Close


	Towers		Rigging Tower B100RV	[image: rigging-tower-b100rv.5028dd28]


Catalog number: RT-B100RV


Item code: 112140017


The heavy-duty RT-B100RV has a loading capacity of 2300 kg and a maximum lifting height of 15,95 m. The RT-B100RV is based on B100RV truss with stabilisers of H30D truss. It has a self-weight of 695 kg. The legs of the V-shaped base can be levelled by means of screw jacks, which are attached to the side of the legs. After the base is placed, the mast can be built and erected using the hinges on the base. The mast should be stabilised by means of the braces, which fix to the legs. After the system is levelled and ballast is applied, the load can be hoisted in position. The sturdy and stable RT-B100RV rigging tower is a safe and suitable solution for all sorts of settings, like outdoor events, major public gatherings, and large stadiums.

	 Close


	Rigging Tower S52SV	[image: rt-s52sv.0935893c]



Catalog number: RT-S52SV


Item code: 112140015


The medium-to-heavy-duty RT-S52SV has a loading capacity of 1400 to 2900 kg and a maximum lifting height of 12,95 m (please refer to the technical specifications table for further details). The RT-S52SV is based on S52SV truss with stabilisers of H30D truss. It has a self-weight of 520 kg. The legs of the V-shaped base can be levelled by means of screw jacks, which are attached to the side of the legs. After the base is placed, the mast can be built and erected using the hinges on the base corner. The mast should be stabilised by means of the braces, which fix to the legs. After the system is levelled and ballast is applied, the load can be hoisted into position. The RT-S52SV rigging tower is the ideal solution for medium to large scale events where flexibility counts, including festivals, concerts, or other major public events. The RT-S52SV can be converted from one type to another by simply adjusting the length of the mast.




	 Close


	Rigging Tower S36V	[image: rt-s36v.e534d9e6]


Catalog number: RT S36V


Item code: 112140013


The medium-duty RT S36V has a loading capacity of 1000 kg and a maximum lifting height of 9,25 m. The RT S36V is based on S36V truss with stabilisers of 60 mm tube. It has a self-weight of 415 kg. The legs of the V-shaped base can be levelled by means of screw jacks, which are attached to the side of the legs. After the base is placed, the mast can be built and erected using the hinges on the base corner. The mast should be stabilised by means of the braces, which fix to the legs. After the system is levelled and ballast is applied, the load can be hoisted in position. The relatively compact dimensions make it suitable for a range of applications, including outdoor events, concerts, shopping malls, halls, exhibition areas and theme parks.

	 Close


	Rigging Tower H30V	[image: rigging-tower-h30v-1.f798d209]


Catalog number: RT H30V


Item code: 112140012


The light-duty RT H30V has a loading capacity of 800 kg and a maximum lifting height of 7,60 m. The RT H30V is based on H30V truss with the stabilisers of 60 mm tube. It has a self-weight of 260 kg. The legs of the V-shaped base can be levelled by means of screw jacks, which are attached to the side of the legs. After the base is placed, the mast can be build and erected using the hinges on the base corner. The mast should be stabilised by means of the braces, which fix to the legs. After the system is levelled and ballast is applied, the load can be hoisted in position. Its relatively small dimensions make it suitable for a range of applications, including outdoor events, concerts, shopping malls, halls, exhibition areas and theme parks.

	 Close


	CT Tower	[image: ct-tower.d51ae244]


Catalog number: CT tower


Item code: 112140011


The CT tower is based on C52T mast sections. These mast sections have onesided horizontal bracing to facilitate safe and easy climbing of the towers. C52T truss is constructed of main tubes of 60 x 5 mm and diagonals of 30 x 3/48 x 3 mm. Use the CCS7 coupling system with the CCS7-704 or CCS7-703-C52T shortened spigot pin. The base section of the CT tower is similar to the ST tower; the outside dimensions and setup are the same. Extra spindles are added to the base section to absorb the extra forces resulting from the tower’s higher loading capacity. Existing ST base sections can be upgraded to accommodate CT towers on request.

	 Close


	ST Tower	[image: st-tower.53412ef8]


Catalog number: ST tower


Item code: 112140010


The ST tower is based on S40T mast sections. These mast sections have one-sided horizontal bracing to facilitate safe and easy climbing of the towers, with the use of an appropriate fall protection system. The ST tower uses several sleeve blocks that combine all the trusses from the S and B Series. This makes it possible to fit any of the S Series trusses to all four sides by means of bolted female CCS7 couplers. The ST tower has a self-weight of 120 kg. The ST sleeve block is a fully bolted structural element, making it much stronger and more precise than conventional welded versions. The ST tower is a cost-effective investment. You need only purchase the special parts if you wish to expand your truss system with towers.

	 Close


	MPT Tower	[image: mpt-tower.0b0f9f86]


Catalog number: MPT tower


Item code: 112140009


The MPT tower is based on H30V truss and employs a sleeve block that fits to any of the 30 or 40 Series trusses on all four sides by means of bolted CCS6 couplers (either male or female). In combination with an adapter plate, it is also possible to use the sleeve block with either S36R or S36V truss The MPT tower has a self-weight of 115 kg. The MPT sleeve block is a fully bolted structural element, making it much stronger and more precise than conventional welded versions. The top section and base section can facilitate the use of either a hand winch or a chain hoist. the MPT tower is cost-effective investment. You need only purchase the special parts if you wish to expand your truss system with towers.

	 Close
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	Tubes		T-48-CP065OE-FIX TUBE CLP/OPEN END L=65 CM	T-48-CP065OE-FIX TUBE CLP/OPEN END L=65 CM




Catalog number: T-48-CP065OE 


Item code: 111550101


Single tubes with welded connectors offer a range of possibilities out of the ordinary. As extension, drop arm, drape weight; the possibilities are endless. The tubes use the same CCS6 connection as the trusses. Some tubes are fitted with a clamp – offering extra options for use. Single tubes are not rated with any loading capacity.




	 Close


	T-48-CP085OE-FIX TUBE CLP/OPEN END L=85 CM	T-48-CP085OE-FIX TUBE CLP/OPEN END L=85 CM




Catalog number: T-48-CP085OE


Item code: 111550103


Single tubes with welded connectors offer a range of possibilities out of the ordinary. As extension, drop arm, drape weight; the possibilities are endless. The tubes use the same CCS6 connection as the trusses. Some tubes are fitted with a clamp – offering extra options for use. Single tubes are not rated with any loading capacity.




	 Close


	T-48-CP125OE-FIX TUBE CLP/OPEN END L=125 CM	T-48-CP125OE-FIX TUBE CLP/OPEN END L=125 CM




Catalog number: T-48-CP125OE


Item code: 111550105


Single tubes with welded connectors offer a range of possibilities out of the ordinary. As extension, drop arm, drape weight; the possibilities are endless. The tubes use the same CCS6 connection as the trusses. Some tubes are fitted with a clamp – offering extra options for use. Single tubes are not rated with any loading capacity.




	 Close


	S36PRA-T-244-TUBE FOR PRT 2 8FT INCL BOLTS AND NUTS	S36PRA-T-244-TUBE FOR PRT 2 8FT INCL BOLTS AND NUTS




Catalog number: S36PRA-T-244


Item code: 111110271


S36PRT truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (25 x 3 mm). Equipped with a pivoting pin-fork connection system, the S36PRT truss is fast and easy to assemble. Designed as pre-rig truss for moving heads, the truss has both fixed or flexible cross and linear braces on the topside to accommodate any type of luminaire. The trusses and dollies can be easily stacked for storage or transport.




	 Close


	S36PRA-T-305-UBE FOR PRT 2 10FT INCL BOLTS AND NUTS	S36PRA-T-305-UBE FOR PRT 2 10FT INCL BOLTS AND NUTS




Catalog number: S36PRA-T-305


Item code: 111110272


S36PRT truss is constructed of main tubes (50 x 4 mm) and diagonals (25 x 3 mm). Equipped with a pivoting pin-fork connection system, the S36PRT truss is fast and easy to assemble. Designed as pre-rig truss for moving heads, the truss has both fixed or flexible cross and linear braces on the topside to accommodate any type of luminaire. The trusses and dollies can be easily stacked for storage or transport.




	 Close




	 Close






	Stage-Dex		Accessories		SM-ACC-CLP-03-DECK TO DECK CLAMP	[image: stagedex-sm-acc-clp-03.c26c1029]



Catalog number: SM-ACC-CLP-03


Item code: 115500006


The DEX-to-DEX clamp is a simple and effective way to assemble your decks into a complete stage, making a strong connection between two individual decks. The clamp can absorb the horizontal as well as the vertical forces on the stage floor and guarantee a close fit of the decks. Can be mounted without the need for tools.




	 Close


	SM-ACC-CON-02-DECK TO DECK CONNECTOR	[image: stagedex-sm-att-con-02.3c959d54]


Catalog number: SM-ACC-CON-02


Item code: 115500009

	 Close
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	Crowd Barriers		Barrier Extension		Barrier Extension BAR-10-004	[image: barrier-extension-bar-10-004.be393dab]



Catalog number: BAR-10-004


Item code: 114000003


The two-step extension units can be used to create a step up option at intervals, or to create a continuous walking platform for security personnel. The extensions facilitate a better reach and quick access.




	 Close


	Barrier Extension BAR-10-003	[image: stagedex-bar-10-003.72ddf18f]



Catalog number: BAR-10-003


Item code: 114000002


StageDex has designed a 2 step extension for the barrier which can be used to create either a step up option at intervals or a continious walking platform for security personnel. This extension provides enhanced safety as well as better reach and expanded possibilities for quick access to the public behind the crowd barrier.
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	Fixed Corners		Fixed Corner 45° Outside	[image: bar-11-245-drawing.1c1643f7]



Catalog number: BAR-11-245


Item code: 114000040


StageDex Barriers are a lightweight but robust crowd control system. Made from aluminium, the smooth rounded profiles the barriers offer maximum comfort and optimum strength, with a design load of 4,5kN/m1. Set up and assembly are fast and easy, due to the 15 mm stainless steel slot pin and flat folding design. Barriers are available in several corner types and a range of add-ons and accessories.




	 Close


	Fixed Corner 22,5° Outside	[image: bar-11-225-drawing.253499fc]



Catalog number: BAR-11-222,5


Item code: 114000016


StageDex Barriers are a lightweight but robust crowd control system. Made from aluminium, the smooth rounded profiles the barriers offer maximum comfort and optimum strength, with a design load of 4,5kN/m1. Set up and assembly are fast and easy, due to the 15 mm stainless steel slot pin and flat folding design. Barriers are available in several corner types and a range of add-ons and accessories.




	 Close


	Fixed Corner 5° Outside	[image: bar-11-205-drawing.253499fc]



Catalog number: BAR-11-205


Item code: 114000015


StageDex Barriers are a lightweight but robust crowd control system. Made from aluminium, the smooth rounded profiles the barriers offer maximum comfort and optimum strength, with a design load of 4,5kN/m1. Set up and assembly are fast and easy, due to the 15 mm stainless steel slot pin and flat folding design. Barriers are available in several corner types and a range of add-ons and accessories.




	 Close


	Fixed Corner 22,5° Inside	[image: bar-11-122,5-drawing.5e99fdbb]



Catalog number: BAR-11-122,5


Item code: 114000013


StageDex Barriers are a lightweight but robust crowd control system. Made from aluminium, the smooth rounded profiles the barriers offer maximum comfort and optimum strength, with a design load of 4,5kN/m1. Set up and assembly are fast and easy, due to the 15 mm stainless steel slot pin and flat folding design. Barriers are available in several corner types and a range of add-ons and accessories.




	 Close


	Fixed Corner 5° Inside	[image: bar-11-105-drawing.5e99fdbb]



Catalog number: BAR-11-105


Item code: 114000012


StageDex Barriers are a lightweight but robust crowd control system. Made from aluminium, the smooth rounded profiles the barriers offer maximum comfort and optimum strength, with a design load of 4,5kN/m1. Set up and assembly are fast and easy, due to the 15 mm stainless steel slot pin and flat folding design. Barriers are available in several corner types and a range of add-ons and accessories.
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	Flex Corners		Flex Corner BAR-11-003	[image: flex-corner.c4fc2e03]



Catalog number: BAR-11-003


Item code: 114000011


The StageDex Barrier range is extended by the flex corner. In terms of angle, this corner can vary from 90-270 degrees and fits seamlessly with the standard StageDex Barrier. The flex corner is equipped with a robust heavy duty hinge, which is capable of absorbing all the forces to which the barrier may be subjected. The flex corner can be used as an inside as well as an outside corner. StageDex has designed two inlay plates for a 90 degree and a 135 degree setup, respectively. Other inlay plates can be manufactured on request. The flex corner can be used without the inlay plate.
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	Flex Corner BAR-11-002	[image: stagedex-barrier-corner.7da09447]



Catalog number: BAR-11-002


Item code: 114000010


The StageDex Barrier range is extended by the flex corner. In terms of angle, this corner can vary from 90-270 degrees and fits seamlessly with the standard StageDex Barrier. The flex corner is equipped with a robust heavy duty hinge, which is capable of absorbing all the forces to which the barrier may be subjected. The flex corner can be used as an inside as well as an outside corner. StageDex has designed two inlay plates for a 90 degree and a 135 degree setup, respectively. Other inlay plates can be manufactured on request. The flex corner can be used without the inlay plate.
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	Flex Corner BAR-11-001	[image: stagedex-barrier-bar-11-001.7da09447]



Catalog number: BAR-11-001


Item code: 114000009


The StageDex Barrier range is extended by the flex corner. In terms of angle, this corner can vary from 90-270 degrees and fits seamlessly with the standard StageDex Barrier. The flex corner is equipped with a robust heavy duty hinge, which is capable of absorbing all the forces to which the barrier may be subjected. The flex corner can be used as an inside as well as an outside corner. StageDex has designed two inlay plates for a 90 degree and a 135 degree setup, respectively. Other inlay plates can be manufactured on request. The flex corner can be used without the inlay plate.




	 Close




	 Close


	Snake Gate		SnakeGate BAR-12-004	[image: snakegate-bar-12-004.e5ba8222]



Catalog number: BAR-12-004


Item code: 114000020


The SnakeGate barrier facilitates the transit of you cables (snake) from the FOH to the main stage. The SnakeGate can accommodate any type of cable ramp, the integrated door gives easy access for technicians or security personnel.




	 Close


	SnakeGate BAR-12-003	[image: stagedex-bar-12-003.72ddf18f]



Catalog number: BAR-12-003


Item code: 114000019


The StageDex SnakeGate is a specially designed barrier to accommodate the transit of your cables (“snake”) from the stage to front of house (FOH). The special designed gate leaves enough room in width and height for any type of standard cable ramp to pass through the barrier line. The integrated door facilitates access from the stage to FOH for working technicians or security personnel.




	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Legs		LiteDeck Legs		LiteDeck Leg 92,5CM	[image: litedeck-legs.3eb7a749]



Catalog number: LD-L925


Item code: 115350022


LiteDeck is designed around a universal leg system, constructed from standard 48 mm x 4 mm round tubes. Rubber end caps prevent damage to floors or other surfaces.




	 Close


	LiteDeck Leg 73,5CM	[image: litedeck-legs.3eb7a749]



Catalog number: LD-L735


Item code: 115350021


LiteDeck is designed around a universal leg system, constructed from standard 48 mm x 4 mm round tubes. Rubber end caps prevent damage to floors or other surfaces.




	 Close


	LiteDeck Leg 54,5CM	[image: litedeck-legs.3eb7a749]



Catalog number: LD-L545


Item code: 115350020


LiteDeck is designed around a universal leg system, constructed from standard 48 mm x 4 mm round tubes. Rubber end caps prevent damage to floors or other surfaces.




	 Close


	LiteDeck Leg 35,5CM	[image: litedeck-legs.3eb7a749]



Catalog number: LD-L355


Item code: 115350019


LiteDeck is designed around a universal leg system, constructed from standard 48 mm x 4 mm round tubes. Rubber end caps prevent damage to floors or other surfaces.




	 Close


	LiteDeck Leg 16,5CM	[image: litedeck-legs.3eb7a749]



Catalog number: LD-L165


Item code: 115350018


LiteDeck is designed around a universal leg system, constructed from standard 48 mm x 4 mm round tubes. Rubber end caps prevent damage to floors or other surfaces.




	 Close




	 Close


	StageDex Legs		Crank M10x25 for Telescopic Leg	[image: crank-sm-l-acc-01.ee3b1b04]


Catalog number: SM-L-ACC-01


Item code: 115200089

	 Close


	SM-L-90/140-ADJ-LEG Telescopic Leg 90-140CM	[image: stagedex-telescopic-legs.d0a32cb0]


Catalog number: SM-L-90/140-ADJ


Item code: 115200086

	 Close


	SM-L-60/90-ADJ-LEG Telescopic Leg 60-90CM	[image: stagedex-telescopic-legs.d0a32cb0]


Catalog number: SM-L-60/90-ADJ


Item code: 115200071

	 Close


	SM-L-45/60-ADJ-LEG Telescopic Leg 45-60CM	[image: stagedex-telescopic-legs.d0a32cb0]


Catalog number: SM-L-45/60-ADJ


Item code: 115200061

	 Close


	SM-L-**A-ADJ-LEG Adjustable Leg 20-100CM	[image: stagedex-adj-legs.d0a32cb0]



Catalog number: SM-L-50A-ADJ


Item code: 115200067





	 Close


	SM-L-**A-LEG Standard Leg 20-100CM	[image: stagedex-legs.d0a32cb0]


Catalog number: SM-L-50A


Item code: 115200066

	 Close


	SM-L-CAS-01 Single Leg with Castor 30-100CM	[image: stagedex-leg-with-castor.d0a32cb0]



Catalog number: SM-L-050-CAS-01


Item code: 115200009




	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Lite-Deck		LiteDeck Standard	[image: litedeck-prolyte.7a838e50]



Catalog number: LD-84FT-S


Item code: 115110001


Enduring performance and aesthetic design makes LiteDeck a popular decking system for the rental and touring market. This lightweight but robust stage connects with the unique TopLock system, reducing build time considerably. LiteDeck are designed to carry loading up to 5kN/m2. The decks are available in several sizes and shapes and with different support frames or leg types.




	 Close


	LiteDeck TopLok	[image: StageDex TopLock]



Catalog number: LD-84FT-TL


Item code: 115110012


Enduring performance and aesthetic design makes LiteDeck a popular decking system for the rental and touring market. This lightweight but robust stage connects with the unique TopLock system, reducing build time considerably. LiteDeck are designed to carry loading up to 5kN/m2. The decks are available in several sizes and shapes and with different support frames or leg types.


TopLok System

Introduced specifically in response to feedback from touring productions, the optional TopLok system offers time savings (with crew and cost benefits) in assembling any stage configuration. Utilising an integrated claw catch design, decks can be joined from above with the single turn of an Allen key, ensuring the fastest possible build and strike times.


	 Close




	 Close


	Probeam		SM-F-L-ACC-08-4-WAY CORNER PROBEAM
	SM-F-L-ACC-05-3-WAY CORNER PROBEAM
	SM-F-L-MB2072-T-MAIN BEAM 2072MM TOPLINE
	SM-F-L-MB2072-MAIN BEAM 2072MM, NO WOOD


	Probeam offers an economical and innovative system that combines the benefits of both scaffolding and StageDex staging systems. The Probeam main beam has wedge head couplers on both ends that connect simply by sliding the wedge head over the rosette and inserting the wedge into the hole. The Probeam cross beam has extended support ridges to fit the Probeam main beam. The exceptional strength and high stability of the Probeam guarantees symmetrical and foolproof construction.



The Probeam is designed for two different applications:


[image: Probeam Types 1]The Probeam converts the scaffolding system
measurements (2072 mm) into the metric
StageDex system, to create a floor on
scaffolding size. The Probeam is
fitted with a wooden inlay to
overcome the 72 mm difference.


[image: Probeam Types 2]The Probeam system combined with a wooden
inlay can be used as supporting frame when
normal plywood is used as flooring system.
	 Close


	ProExpoFloor		SM-EF-L060100-EXPO FLOOR LEG ADJ. 60-100MM
	SM-EF-D100100H-EXPO FLOOR 100X100CM WITH HOLE
	SM-EF-D100050-EXPO FLOOR DECK 100X050CM
	SM-EF-D050050-EXPO FLOOR DECK 050X050CM
	SM-EF-D100100-EXPO FLOOR DECK 100X100CM


	[image: ProExpoFloor]The ProExpoFloor is a floor covering system that is ideal for exhibition builders as well as for any applications where a secondary flooring or integrated floor planning is needed. The ProExpoFloor effectively covers cabling or drainage systems underneath the stand area, while at the same time increasing the sound insulation and lending a clean look to your stand or performance area. The ProExpoFloor is fast, easy and efficient. Suggestions from users coupled with intelligent product design are integrated into this simple but effective floor covering system.

	 Close


	StageDex		StageDex Accessories		Click-on toe board profile	[image: stagedex-skirting-profile.5be10d4e]



Catalog number: SM-CT-ATT-12


Item code: 215700006


Click-on StageDex profile, one simple click and the profile is mounted to your deck! There are two click-on systems available: skirting profile and toe board profile. Each profile works with a simple click and lock system and requires no tools to secure into place. These timesaving products can be locked on from the top for quick and easy assembly. This profile is available in lengths of 470 mm, 970 mm and 1970 mm. A Velcro strip is delivered with this profile to facilitate the attachment of the skirting.




	 Close


	Click-on skirting profile	[image: stagedex-skirting-profile.5be10d4e]



Catalog number: SM-CT-ATT-07


Item code: 215700003


Click-on StageDex profile, one simple click and the profile is mounted to your deck! There are two click-on systems available: skirting profile and toe board profile. Each profile works with a simple click and lock system and requires no tools to secure into place. These timesaving products can be locked on from the top for quick and easy assembly. This profile is available in lengths of 470 mm, 970 mm and 1970 mm. A Velcro strip is delivered with this profile to facilitate the attachment of the skirting.




	 Close


	Pleated Curtain	[image: stagedex-curtain.5be10d4e]



Catalog number: SM-CP-060-2


Item code: 115700028


Straight or pleated curtains to be used in combination with the curtain profile are available in lengths of 2000mm to 6000mm and heights of 200 to 2000mm. The curtain is from a fire retardant material.




	 Close


	Straight Curtain	[image: stagedex-curtain.5be10d4e]



Catalog number: SM-CS-060-2


Item code: 115700062


Straight or pleated curtains to be used in combination with the curtain profile are available in lengths of 2000mm to 6000mm and heights of 200 to 2000mm. The curtain is from a fire retardant material.




	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	StageDex Dolly		SM-ACC-DOLLY-02-STAGEDEX DOLLY UP 6 PCS	[image: StageDex Dolly 6pcs]


Catalog number: SM-ACC-DOLLY-02


Item code: 115500120


The more compact and manageable 6-deck dolly is designed for use in smaller venues, theatres and hotels. Due to the upright position of the decks, this dolly is small enough to fit through any door.


• Galvanised steel frame

• Design allows nesting or tipping for empty storage or transport

• Fitted with 2 swivels and 2 fixed castors for easy steering

• Narrow width – at 60cm it fits through doors and is based on standard truck dimensions

• Pre-fabricated slots to stack the decks on the dolly

• Integrated handles

	 Close


	SM-ACC-DOLLY-01-STAGEDEX DOLLY FLAT 20 PCS	[image: StageDex Dolly Flat 20pcs]
 
Catalog number: SM-ACC-DOLLY-01


Item code: 115500119


As an extension of its StageDex product range, Prolyte has added two dollies that are tailored to market requirements.


The sturdy flatbed dolly has been developed to transport 20 decks, simplystacked on top of one another. This flatbed dolly is ideal for use in larger venues and for large-scale rental.

• Galvanised steel frame

• Design allows nesting for empty storage or transport

• Easy to manoeuvre due to extra-large wheels

• Fitted with 2 swivels and 2 fixed castors for easy steering

• Integrated handles

	 Close




	 Close


	Stairs		LiteDeck Stairs		LD-HS4-HANDRAIL 4FT SDU	[image: stagedex-litedeck-ld-ls4.ccf42bb0]



Catalog number: LD-HS4


Item code: 115410004


Handrails are a key component in creating a safe stage or working platform. LiteDeck has a range of handrails and accessories. Please check the type of use before selecting your handrail system. Any stage open for public access requires a special adapted handrail for the type of use.




	 Close


	LD-SUM2-LITEDECK 2 MODULAR STEP UNIT	[image: stagedex-litedeck-stair.f502cf97]



Catalog number: LD-SUM2


Item code: 115610003


This flexible and adjustable stair system for the LiteDeck stage can be extended in incremental steps, offering step configurations and solutions for all types of applications.




	 Close




	 Close


	StageDex Stairs		SM-RAIL-CON-RAILING 30KG CONNECTOR	[image: stagedex-rail-con.ebebada7]


Catalog number: SM-RAIL-CON


Item code: 115400008

	 Close


	SM-RAIL-ATT-04-RAIL ADAP 26MM FOR BASIC LINE	[image: stagedex-sm-rail-att04.fcf51ba1]


Catalog number: SM-RAIL-ATT-04


Item code: 115400004

	 Close


	SM-RAIL-ATT-01-SPIGOT FOR HAND RAILING 26MM	[image: stagedex-sm-rail-att-01.fcf51ba1]


Catalog number: SM-RAIL-ATT-01


Item code: 115400001

	 Close


	SM-STAIR-521-ROUND END FOR RAILING	[image: stagedex-sm-stair-521.58deaa14]


Catalog number: SM-STAIR-521 


Item code: 115600017

	 Close


	SM-STAIR-RAIL-01-RAILING FOR STAIR	[image: stagedex-sm-stair-rail-att-01.58deaa14]


Catalog number: SM-STAIR-RAIL-01 


Item code: 115600020

	 Close


	SM-RAIL-L100-RAILING 30KG L=100CM	[image: stagedex-railing-toplinedeck.fcf51ba1]


Catalog number: SM-RAIL-L100 


Item code: 115400013

	 Close


	SM-STAIR-500-BASIC 5 STEP BEAM	[image: stagedex-adj-stair.f502cf97]


Catalog number: SM-STAIR-500


Item code: 115600007

	 Close


	SM-STAIR-020-STAIR UNIT 20CM HEIGHT	[image: stagedex-stairs.43a1545b]


Catalog number: SM-STAIR-020


Item code: 115600001

	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Support Solutions		LiteDeck	LD-LF-FT1495-48X4 LEG FRAMES 1495MM (8 STEP)[image: ld-lf-ft1495]



Catalog number: LD-LF-FT1495


Item code: 115350027


LiteDeck is designed around a universal leg system, constructed from standard 48 mm x 4 mm round tubes. Rubber end caps prevent damage to floors or other surfaces.




	 Close




	 Close






	PRO-Lyft		Accessories		Double Reeve sets		Hoists PAE series		Double reeve set Aetos 1000	[image: 116610007-PAE-A-UGK-2000.144763e0]



Catalog number: PAE-A-UGK-2000


Item code: 116610007


Kit to replace your standard ligting hook with a double reeved lifting hook, to convert your single reeved hoist into a double reeved hoist, thereby doubling lifting the capacity of your hoist.




	 Close


	Double reeve set Aetos 500	[image: pae-a-ugk-1000.fd89f22c]



Catalog number: PAE-A-UGK-1000


Item code: 116610006


Kit to replace your standard ligting hook with a double reeved lifting hook, to convert your single reeved hoist into a double reeved hoist, thereby doubling lifting the capacity of your hoist.




	 Close


	Double reeve set Aetos 250	


Catalog number: PAE-A-UGK-500


Item code: 216610018


Kit to replace your standard ligting hook with a double reeved lifting hook, to convert your single reeved hoist into a double reeved hoist, thereby doubling lifting the capacity of your hoist.




	 Close




	 Close


	Hoists PLE series		Double reeve set PLE-12/22	[image: pls-13-002.c90ca2a9]



Catalog number: PLS-13-002


Item code: 116040017


This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Double reeve set PLE-10	[image: pls-13-001]



Catalog number: PLS-13-001


Item code: 116040016


This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Flightcases		Controller flightcase 19-inch 4HE	[image: pae-a-fc19in4u.c4ab2827]



Catalog number: PAE-A-FC19IN4U


Item code: 216610009


Sturdy flightcase to store and transport your controller sytems. Standard delivered in 4 units height.




	 Close


	Flightcase 1000kg hoist	[image: pae-a-fc1000.fd89f22c]



Catalog number: PAE-A-FC1000


Item code: 116610005


Sturdy flightcase to store and transport your hoist. Separte compartments for chain and hoist secure the condition of you hoist. Comes with 4 castors and handles on all 4 sides.




	 Close


	Flightcase 500kg hoist	[image: pae-a-fc500.fd89f22c]



Catalog number: PAE-A-FC500


Item code: 116610004


Sturdy flightcase to store and transport your hoist. Separte compartments for chain and hoist secure the condition of you hoist. Comes with 4 castors and handles on all 4 sides.




	 Close


	Flightcase 250kg hoist	


Catalog number: PLA-40-001


Item code: 116050014


Sturdy flightcase to store and transport your hoist. Separte compartments for chain and hoist secure the condition of you hoist. Comes with 4 castors and handles on all 4 sides.




	 Close




	 Close


	Hoist Raincovers		Raincover 1000kg hoist single reeved	[image: pla-50-003.dc2696f8]

Catalog number: PLA-50-003


Item code: 116050018

	 Close


	Waterstop for raincover	[image: pla-50-005.e730cea4]


Catalog number: PLA-50-005


Item code: 116050019

	 Close


	Velcrostrap single reeved	[image: pla-50-006.e730cea4]


Catalog number: PLA-50-006


Item code: 116050020

	 Close


	Raincover 1000kg hoist double reeved	[image: pla-50-007.dc2696f8]


Catalog number: PLA-50-007


Item code: 116050021

	 Close


	Velcrostrap double reeved	[image: pla-50-009.e730cea4]


Catalog number: PLA-50-009


Item code: 116050023

	 Close


	Raincover 1000kg hoist single reeved	


Catalog number: PAE-A-50-010


Item code: 116610002

The fully closed canvas rain cover protects the hoist against environmental influences, like rain, when used outdoors. The rain cover is easy to mount to the chain once the hoist is in position.




	 Close


	Raincover 1000kg hoist double reeved	


Catalog number: PAE-A-50-020


Item code: 216610015


The fully closed canvas rain cover protects the hoist against environmental influences, like rain, when used outdoors. The rain cover is easy to mount to the chain once the hoist is in position.




	 Close




	 Close


	Limitswitches		PLE series Smart limit	[image: pla-55-025.de1214af]


Catalog number: PLA-55-025


Item code: 116050029

	 Close


	PLE series Geared limitswitch	[image: pla-55-016.de1214af]


Catalog number: PLA-55-016


Item code: 116050028

	 Close




	 Close


	Lugs / Fixed suspension points		Lug for Aetos 500	[image: pae-a-56-500.c4ab2827]



Catalog number: PAE-A-56-500


Item code: 216610003


Replace your standard lifting hook with the fixed suspension point to be able to lower the hoist headroom when the situation requires. Can be replaced and fixed easily. Replaces the lower lifting swivel hook.




	 Close


	Lug for Aetos 1000	[image: pae-a-56-1000.c4ab2827]



Catalog number: PAE-A-56-1000


Item code: 216610002


Replace your standard lifting hook with the fixed suspension point to be able to lower the hoist headroom when the situation requires. Can be replaced and fixed easily. Replaces the lower lifting swivel hook.




	 Close


	Lug for PLE-11/12/13/21/22/23	[image: prolyft-ple-lug.d80260b7]


Catalog number: PLA-56-005


Item code: 116050030

	 Close




	 Close


	Second / Double brake kits		Hoists PAE series		Second brake kit for Aetos 500	[image: pae-a-55-500.c4ab2827]



Catalog number: PAE-A-55-500


Item code: 116610003


This double brake kit set can be easily mounted on the hoist. Comes as a complete kit. For assembly instructions we refer to the manual.




	 Close


	Second brake kit for Aetos 1000	[image: pae-a-55-100.c4ab2827]



Catalog number: PAE-A-55-1000


Item code: 116610001


This double brake kit set can be easily mounted on the hoist. Comes as a complete kit. For assembly instructions we refer to the manual.




	 Close




	 Close


	Hoists PLE series		Rectifier for PLE-11/12/13/21/22/23	[image: pla-55-007.de1214af]


Catalog number: PLA-55-007


Item code: 116050027

	 Close


	Double brake for PLE-11/12/13/21/22/23	[image: pla-55-006.de1214af]


Catalog number: PLA-55-006


Item code: 116050026

	 Close


	Double brake kit for PLE-11/12/13/21/22/23	[image: pla-55-004.de1214af]


Catalog number: PLA-55-004


Item code: 116050024

	 Close




	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Cables		Adapters Multi Cable Harting 16		Break-out Harting to Cee-form, Low Voltage Control	[image: pla-34-04-prolyft.b94947da]



Catalog number: PLA-34-04


Item code: 116030032


Adapter to connect 4 motor cables to a multi cable. Male HARTING connector to 4 x 4p. female CEE conector. For low voltage hoists.




	 Close


	Break-out Harting to Cee-form, Direct Control	[image: pla-34-02.e730cea4]



Catalog number: PLA-34-02


Item code: 116030031


Adapter to connect 4 motor cables to a multi cable. Male HARTING connector to 4 x 4p. female CEE conector.




	 Close


	Break-in Cee-form to Harting, Direct Control	[image: pla-34-01.f02e78a2]



Catalog number: PLA-34-01


Item code: 116030030


Adapter to connect a multi cable to 4 motor cables . 4 x 4p. Male CEE connector to female HARTING connector.




	 Close




	 Close


	PTH-7PXLR-0.3-THUJA NETWORK CABLE 7P-XLR 0,3M	[image: PTH-7PXLR-02-thuja-kabel.37b4afd3]


Catalog number: PTH-7PXLR-0.3


Item code: 216030002

	 Close


	Powercable 16A/400V/5p	


Catalog number: PLA-36-05


Item code: 116030038


Mains cable 16A, CEE 5p. To be used to connect your controls to the power system. Available in several lenghts.




	 Close


	Powercable 16A/400V/3p	[image: pla-35-10-prolyft-cable.5845ff95]


Catalog number: PLA-35-05


Item code: 116030091


Motor cable 16A, CEE 3p. To be used for direct controlled single phase hoists. Available in several lenghts.




	 Close


	Powercable 16A/400V/3p	[image: pla-33-05-prolyft-cable.5845ff95]



Catalog number: PLA-33-05


Item code: 116030027


Mutli cable, 16p. HARTING. To be used to connect up to 4 hoists – in combination with the 4-way break-out or break-in. Available in several lenghts.




	 Close


	Powercable 32A/400V/5p	[image: pla-32-10-prolyft-cable.37b4afd3]



Catalog number: PLA-32-05


Item code: 116030024


Mains cable 32A, CEE 5p. To be used to connect your controls to the power system. Available in several lenghts.




	 Close


	Control Cable Low Voltage Hoists	[image: pla-31-05-prolyft-cable.e0a46464]



Catalog number: PLA-31-05


Item code: 116030020


Control cable 16A, CEE 4p.. To be used for low voltage controlled hoists. Available in several lenghts.




	 Close




	 Close


	Chain and Chain Bags		Chain		Manual Chain hoists – Chain		Operating chain, 5.0×26.0mm	[image: pls-10-002.c90ca2a9]



Catalog number: PHC-S-4307654


Item code: 216510001


Handchain for 500 and 1000kg manual chain hoists.




	 Close


	Lifting chain, 6.0×18.0mm	[image: pls-10-002.c90ca2a9]



Catalog number: PHC-S-4307635


Item code: 216510004


Lifting chain for the 1000kg manual chain hoists.




	 Close


	Lifting chain, 5.0×15.0mm	[image: pls-10-002.c90ca2a9]



Catalog number: PHC-S-4300008


Item code: 216510003


Lifting chain for the 500kg manual chain hoists.




	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Chainbag Brackets		Bracket Chainbag Aetos 1000	[image: pae-s-br1000.a1f12a36]



Catalog number: PAE-S-BR1000


Item code: 216710002


This is a spare part for the Aetos hoist. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Bracket Chainbag Aetos 500	[image: pae-s-br500.98d3f03d]



Catalog number: PAE-S-BR500


Item code: 216710001


This is a spare part for the Aetos hoist. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Bracket Chainbag Aetos 250	


Catalog number: PAE-S-BR250


Item code: 216710128


This is a spare part for the Aetos hoist. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Bracket Chainbag PLE 10/20	[image: pla-10-005.f02e78a2]



Catalog number: PLA-10-005


Item code: 116050007


Bracket to connect the chain bag, for PLE 10 and 20 series electrical chainhoists.




	 Close


	Bracket Chainbag PLE 11/12/13/21/22/23	[image: pla-10-003.f02e78a2]



Catalog number: PLA-10-003


Item code: 116050005


Bracket to connect the chain bag, for PLE 11,12 adn 13 series electrical chainhoists.




	 Close




	 Close


	Chainbags		Chainbag for Electric Chain Hoists		Chainbag max 50mtr, 4.0×12.2mm chain	


Catalog number: PLA-10-014


Item code: 216050001


Chainbag for electrical chain hoists available in different capacities.




	 Close


	Chainbag max 30mtr, 5.0×15.1mm chain	[image: pla-10-013.fecbe6be]



Catalog number: PLA-10-013


Item code: 116520001


Chainbag for electrical chain hoists available in different capacities.




	 Close


	Chainbag max 80mtr, 7.1×20.5mm chain	


Catalog number: PLA-10-012


Item code: 116050039


Chainbag for electrical chain hoists available in different capacities.




	 Close


	Chainbag max 71mtr, 7.1×20.5mm chain	[image: pla-10-010.fecbe6be]



Catalog number: PLA-10-010


Item code: 116050012


Chainbag for electrical chain hoists available in different capacities. Special adapted for use in the Space roof, to position it below the sleeve blocks.




	 Close


	Chainbag max 65mtr, 7.1×20.5mm chain	[image: pla-10-009.fecbe6be]



Catalog number: PLA-10-009


Item code: 116050011


Chainbag for electrical chain hoists available in different capacities.




	 Close


	Chainbag max 40mtr, 4.0×12.2mm chain	


Catalog number: PLA-10-007


Item code: 116050009


Chainbag for electrical chain hoists available in different capacities.




	 Close


	Chainbag max 22mtr, 4.0×12.2mm chain	[image: 116050006-PLA-10-004.004c18f7]



Catalog number: PLA-10-004


Item code: 116050006


Chainbag for electrical chain hoists available in different capacities.




	 Close


	Chainbag max 30mtr, 7.1×20.5mm chain	


Catalog number: PLA-10-001


Item code: 116050003


Chainbag for electrical chain hoists, available in different capacities.




	 Close




	 Close


	Chainbags for Manual chain hoists		Chainbag for 1000kg hoist, max 25mtr	
Catalog number: PHC-A-10-005


Item code: 216520003


Chain bag specific for the 1000kg standard manual chain hoist capacity up to 25 meter of chain.

	 Close


	Chainbag for 1000kg hoist, max 18mtr	
Catalog number: PHC-A-10-004


Item code: 216520002


Chain bag specific for the 1000kg standard manual chain hoist capacity up to 18 meter of chain.

	 Close


	Chainbag for 1000kg hoist, max 18mtr	
Catalog number: PHC-A-10-003


Item code: 216520001


Chain bag specific for the 500kg standard manual chain hoist capacity up to 25 meter of chain.

	 Close


	Chainbag for 500kg hoist, max 18mtr	
Catalog number: PHC-A-10-001


Item code: 116520002


Chain bag specific for the 500kg standard manual chain hoist capacity up to 18 meter of chain.

	 Close


	Bucket type	
Catalog number: PHC-A-10-002


Item code: 116520003


Chain bag that can used for the 500 and 1000kg manual chain hoist with rotating handchain guide

	 Close




	 Close


	Quicklinks	[image: pla-10-006.f02e78a2]



Catalog number: PLA-10-006


Item code: 116050008


Quick connection link to connect the chainbag safely to the chainbag bracket.




	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Electrical Chain Hoists		Aetos Series; Direct Control		250kg		PAE 250kg, Single brake	[image: prolyft-aetos-250-hoist.93640eab]


Catalog number: PAE-250DC-0001


Item code: 216110099


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close


	PAE 250kg, Double brake	[image: prolyft-aetos-250-hoist.93640eab]


Catalog number: PAE-250DC-0201


Item code: 216110131


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close




	 Close


	500kg		PAE 500kg, Single brake	[image: prolyft-hoists.0990e66e]


Catalog number: PAE-500DC-0001


Item code: 116110012


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close


	PAE 500kg, Double brake	[image: prolyft-hoists.0990e66e]


Catalog number: PAE-500DC-0206


Item code: 216110079


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close


	PAE 500kg, Double brake, double reeved to 1000kg	[image: prolyft-hoists.0990e66e]


Catalog number: PAE-500DC-1207


Item code: 216110083


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close




	 Close


	1000kg		PAE 1000kg, Single Brake	[image: prolyft-aetos-500-hoist.93640eab]


Catalog number: PAE-1000DC-0001


Item code: 116110002


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close


	PAE 1000kg, Double brake	[image: prolyft-aetos-500-hoist.93640eab]


Catalog number: PAE-1000DC-0206


Item code: 216110050


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close




	 Close


	2000kg double reeved		PAE 2000kg, Double reeved, single brake	[image: prolyft-aetos-500-hoist.93640eab]


Catalog number: PAE-1000DC-1005


Item code: 216110076


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close


	PAE 2000kg, Double reeved, double brake	[image: prolyft-aetos-500-hoist.93640eab]


Catalog number: PAE-1000DC-1212


Item code: 216610004


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Aetos Series; Low Voltage Control		250kg		Low Voltage Control 250kg, single brake	[image: prolyft-aetos-250-hoist.93640eab]


Catalog number: PAE-250LV-0001


Item code: 216110158


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close


	Low Voltage Control 250kg, double brake	[image: prolyft-aetos-250-hoist.93640eab]


Catalog number: PAE-250LV-0201


Item code: 216110185


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close




	 Close


	500kg		PAE 500kg, Single brake	[image: prolyft-hoists.0990e66e]


Catalog number: PAE-500LV-0001


Item code: 116110017


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close


	PAE 500kg, Single brake, Harting Connector	[image: prolyft-hoists.0990e66e]


Catalog number: PAE-500LV-0001H


Item code: 216110015


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close


	PAE 500kg, Double brake	[image: prolyft-hoists.0990e66e]


Catalog number: PAE-500LV-0210


Item code: 216110081


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close




	 Close


	1000kg		PAE 1000kg, Single brake	[image: prolyft-aetos-500-hoist.93640eab]


Catalog number: PAE-1000LV-0001


Item code: 116110007


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close


	PAE 1000kg, Single brake, Harting Connector	[image: prolyft-aetos-500-hoist.93640eab]


Catalog number: PAE-1000LV-0001H


Item code: 216110014


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close


	PAE 1000kg, Double brake	[image: prolyft-aetos-500-hoist.93640eab]


Catalog number: PAE-1000LV-0205


Item code: 216110077


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close




	 Close


	2000kg double reeved		PAE 2000kg, Double reeved, double brake	
Catalog number: PAE-1000LV-1224


Item code: 216110234


ProLyft Aetos hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These fool proof hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere. The standard integrated limit switches and jam free chain guide are a big plus.

	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	PLE-Series; Direct Control		PLE-10-201-PL. 250KG 4M-M 400-3 DC +DB	[image: prolyft-ple-250-single.bd5862a6]



Catalog number: PLE-10-201


Item code: 216010010


ProLyft PLE series hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These lightweight and compact hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere.




	 Close


	PLE-10-001-PL.250KG 4M/MIN.,HOIST BODY	[image: 116010002-PLE-10-001.5311bba0]



Catalog number: PLE-10-001


Item code: 116010002


ProLyft PLE series hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These lightweight and compact hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere.




	 Close




	 Close


	PLE-Series; Low Voltage Control		PLE 226/250kg 3 phase, single brake	[image: prolyft-ple-250-single.bd5862a6]



Catalog number: PLE-20-101


Item code: 116010180


ProLyft PLE series hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These lightweight and compact hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere.




	 Close


	PLE 226/250kg Single Phase	[image: prolyft-ple-250-single.bd5862a6]



Catalog number: PLE-20-001


Item code: 116010096


ProLyft PLE series hoists are designed to meet the increasingly exacting demands of the entertainment market. These lightweight and compact hoists are designed to withstand rigorous transportation and rough handling and can be serviced just about everywhere.




	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Hoist Control		Hand held		Direct control		1 Way control handheld	[image: prolyft-ple-30-010.5a5d3591]


Catalog number: PLE-30-010


Item code: 116020001

	 Close


	2 Way control handheld	[image: prolyft-ple-30-020.4d438397]


Catalog number: PLE-30-020


Item code: 116020003

	 Close




	 Close


	Low voltage control		1 Way control handheld, Low Voltage	[image: prolyft-ple-40-010.31b5701f]


Catalog number: PLE-40-010


Item code: 116020022

	 Close


	2 Way control handheld, Low Voltage	[image: prolyft-ple-40-020.31b5701f]


Catalog number: PLE-40-020


Item code: 116020024

	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Rack mounted		Basic range		Low voltage control, 4 way	[image: prolyft-aetos-basic-controller.aa46d4a0]

Catalog number: PAE-C4LV-00

Item code: 216310020

The basic Aetos controllers are designed for applications that do not require advanced technology; offering a simple, safe and effective control solution. Including LED phase indication, E-stop at SIL 2 level and robust rotating up/down selection switches per channel. Available in a 4 or 8 way version.


	 Close


	Low voltage control, 8 way	Catalog number: PAE-C8LV-00

Item code: 216310022

The Aetos Pro controllers have been engineered with an understanding of the needs of rigging operators. The layout and functionality of the buttons are designed to meet the demands of daily practice in lifting, where any selection mistake can create a dangerous situation. Including a sealed front panel with integrated LED indicators and buttons, group selection, group up/down switch, bump function, E-stop at SIL 2 level. Available in 4, 8 or 12 way models.


	 Close


	Direct control, 4 way	[image: prolyft-aetos-basic-controller.aa46d4a0]

Catalog number: PAE-C4DC-00

Item code: 216310002

The basic Aetos controllers are designed for applications that do not require advanced technology; offering a simple, safe and effective control solution. Including LED phase indication, E-stop at SIL 2 level and robust rotating up/down selection switches per channel. Available in a 4 or 8 way version.


	 Close


	Direct control, 8 way	Catalog number: PAE-C8DC-00

Item code: 216310024

The basic Aetos controllers are designed for applications that do not require advanced technology; offering a simple, safe and effective control solution. Including LED phase indication, E-stop at SIL 2 level and robust rotating up/down selection switches per channel. Available in a 4 or 8 way version.


	 Close




	 Close


	Pro range		Low voltage control, 4 way	[image: PAE-C4DC-10-prolyft.6a7ad445]

Catalog number: PAE-C4LV-10

Item code: 216310009

The Aetos Pro controllers have been engineered with an understanding of the needs of rigging operators. The layout and functionality of the buttons are designed to meet the demands of daily practice in lifting, where any selection mistake can create a dangerous situation. Including a sealed front panel with integrated LED indicators and buttons, group selection, group up/down switch, bump function, E-stop at SIL 2 level. Available in 4, 8 or 12 way models.


	 Close


	Low voltage control, 8 way	[image: PAE-C8DC-10-prolyft.7d646243]

Catalog number: PAE-C8LV-10

Item code: 216310010

The Aetos Pro controllers have been engineered with an understanding of the needs of rigging operators. The layout and functionality of the buttons are designed to meet the demands of daily practice in lifting, where any selection mistake can create a dangerous situation. Including a sealed front panel with integrated LED indicators and buttons, group selection, group up/down switch, bump function, E-stop at SIL 2 level. Available in 4, 8 or 12 way models.


	 Close


	Low voltage control, 12 way	[image: prolyft-controllers.0990e66e]

Catalog number: PAE-C12LV-10

Item code: 216310011

The Aetos Pro controllers have been engineered with an understanding of the needs of rigging operators. The layout and functionality of the buttons are designed to meet the demands of daily practice in lifting, where any selection mistake can create a dangerous situation. Including a sealed front panel with integrated LED indicators and buttons, group selection, group up/down switch, bump function, E-stop at SIL 2 level. Available in 4, 8 or 12 way models.


	 Close


	Direct control, 4 way	[image: PAE-C4DC-10-prolyft.6a7ad445]

Catalog number: PAE-C4DC-10

Item code: 216310006

The Aetos Pro controllers have been engineered with an understanding of the needs of rigging operators. The layout and functionality of the buttons are designed to meet the demands of daily practice in lifting, where any selection mistake can create a dangerous situation. Including a sealed front panel with integrated LED indicators and buttons, group selection, group up/down switch, bump function, E-stop at SIL 2 level. Available in 4, 8 or 12 way models.


	 Close


	Direct control, 8 way	[image: PAE-C8DC-10-prolyft.7d646243]

Catalog number: PAE-C8DC-10

Item code: 216310007

The Aetos Pro controllers have been engineered with an understanding of the needs of rigging operators. The layout and functionality of the buttons are designed to meet the demands of daily practice in lifting, where any selection mistake can create a dangerous situation. Including a sealed front panel with integrated LED indicators and buttons, group selection, group up/down switch, bump function, E-stop at SIL 2 level. Available in 4, 8 or 12 way models.


	 Close


	Direct control, 12 way	[image: prolyft-controllers.0990e66e]

Catalog number: PAE-C12DC-10

Item code: 216310008

The Aetos Pro controllers have been engineered with an understanding of the needs of rigging operators. The layout and functionality of the buttons are designed to meet the demands of daily practice in lifting, where any selection mistake can create a dangerous situation. Including a sealed front panel with integrated LED indicators and buttons, group selection, group up/down switch, bump function, E-stop at SIL 2 level. Available in 4, 8 or 12 way models.


	 Close


	24 Channel Remote	[image: prolyft-aetos-PAE-C24R-10-remote-control.aa46d4a0]

Catalog number: PAE-C24R-10

Item code: 216310012

The Aetos remote control has 24 channels. Its ergonomic design makes it easy to handle and operate. The remote control connects to the controller using the Thuja network connection.


	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Touch screen control		Interface to remote	Catalog number: PAE-PICINT1-10

Item code: 216320005


	 Close


	Piccolo remote	[image: prolyft-aetos-piccolo-controller.3f2ebba1]


Catalog number: PAE-PICRTS-10

Item code: 216320004

The Aetos touch screen remote control – Piccolo – has 24 channels. Its ergonomic design makes it easy to handle and operate. The remote control connects to the controller using the Thuja network connection. Indicators on the front panel show errors, selections and availability.




	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Manual Chain Hoists		Manual Chain Hoists 1000kg, rotating hand chain guide	[image: prolyft-aetos-manual-chain-hoist.aa46d4a0]


Catalog number: PHC-1000RHG-0315


Item code: 116210010


The manual chain hoists are available in a 1000kg and 500 kg SWL capacity. These premium quality, basic hoists offer different chain lengths, optional black coating and a high quality zinc plated chain.

	 Close


	Manual Chain Hoists 500kg, rotating hand chain guide	[image: prolyft-aetos-manual-chain-hoist.aa46d4a0]


Catalog number: PHC-500RHG-0315


Item code: 116210009


The manual chain hoists are available in a 1000kg and 500 kg SWL capacity. These premium quality, basic hoists offer different chain lengths, optional black coating and a high quality zinc plated chain.

	 Close


	Manual Chain Hoists 1000kg, standard	[image: prolyft-manual-chain-hoist.bd5862a6]


Catalog number: PHC-1000ST-1010


Item code: 116210005


The manual chain hoists are available in a 1000kg and 500 kg SWL capacity. These premium quality, basic hoists offer different chain lengths, optional black coating and a high quality zinc plated chain.

	 Close


	Manual Chain Hoists 500kg, standard	[image: prolyft-manual-chain-hoist.bd5862a6]


Catalog number: PHC-500ST-1010


Item code: 116210001


The manual chain hoists are available in a 1000kg and 500 kg SWL capacity. These premium quality, basic hoists offer different chain lengths, optional black coating and a high quality zinc plated chain.

	 Close




	 Close


	Spare Parts		PAE-Series hoists		Brakecover Gasket Aetos 500	[image: pae-s-bc500-05.98d3f03d]


Catalog number: PAE-S-BC500-05

Item code: 116710009

This is a spare part for the Aetos hoist. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Motorcover Gasket Aetos 500	[image: pae-s-mc500-05.3a9a7c80]


Catalog number: PAE-S-MC500-05

Item code: 116710008

This is a spare part for the Aetos hoist. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.



 


	 Close


	Brakecover Aetos 500 incl bolts	[image: pae-s-bc500-01c.98d3f03d]


Catalog number: PAE-S-BC500-01C

Item code: 116710007

This is a spare part for the Aetos hoist. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Motorcover Aetos 500 incl bolts	[image: pae-s-mc500-01c.3a9a7c80]


Catalog number: PAE-S-MC500-01C

Item code: 116710006

This is a spare part for the Aetos hoist. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Brakecover Gasket Aetos 1000	[image: pae-s-bc1000-05.98d3f03d]


Catalog number: PAE-S-BC1000-05

Item code: 116710005

This is a spare part for the Aetos hoist. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Motorcover Gasket Aetos 1000	[image: pae-s-mc1000-05.2d84ca86]


Catalog number: PAE-S-MC1000-05

Item code: 116710004

This is a spare part for the Aetos hoist. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Brakecover Aetos 1000 incl bolts	[image: pae-s-bc1000-01c.98d3f03d]


Catalog number: PAE-S-BC1000-01C

Item code: 116710003

This is a spare part for the Aetos hoist. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Motorcover Aetos 1000 incl bolts	[image: pae-s-mc1000-01c.2d84ca86]


Catalog number: PAE-S-MC1000-01C

Item code: 116710002

This is a spare part for the Aetos hoist. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close




	 Close


	PLE-Series hoists		Stickers PLE-10/20		Max WLL 250kg, model 2009 sticker	
Catalog number: PLS-2012-5000

Item code: 116040265

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Max WLL 226kg, model 2009 sticker	
Catalog number: PLS-2009-10-226

Item code: 116040252

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	“Prolyft”, model 2009 sticker	
Catalog number: PLS-2009-10-010

Item code: 116040251

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	5000kg SWL warning sticker	[image: 116040030-PLS-2009-10-250.80b94afd]


Catalog number: PLS-2009-10-250

Item code: 116040030

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close




	 Close


	Stickers PLE-11/12/13 21/22/23		2000kg SWL / elec. hazard, model 2008 sticker	[image: 116040029-PLS-2008-23U.97a7fcfb]


Catalog number: PLS-2008-23U

Item code: 116040029

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	2000kg SWL / warning, model 2008 sticker	[image: 116040028-PLS-2008-23B.97a7fcfb]


Catalog number: PLS-2008-23B

Item code: 116040028

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	1000kg SWL / elec. hazard, model 2008 sticker	[image: 116040027-PLS-2008-22U.ae8526f0]



Catalog number: PLS-2008-22U

Item code: 116040027

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.






	 Close


	1000kg SWL / warning, model 2008 sticker	[image: 116040026-PLS-2008-22B.ae8526f0]


Catalog number: PLS-2008-22B

Item code: 116040026

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	500kg SWL / elec. hazard, model 2008 sticker	[image: 116040025-PLS-2008-21U.b99b90f6]


Catalog number: PLS-2008-21U

Item code: 116040025

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	500kg SWL / warning, model 2008 sticker	[image: 116040024-PLS-2008-21B.b99b90f6]


Catalog number: PLS-2008-21B

Item code: 116040024

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Prolyft address, model 2007 sticker	
Catalog number: PLS-2007-29

Item code: 116040308

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Model, model 2007 sticker	[image: 116040023-PLS-2007-26.a42f0e69]


Catalog number: PLS-2007-27

Item code: 116040307

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Prolyft model 2007 sticker	[image: 116040023-PLS-2007-26.a42f0e69]


Catalog number: PLS-2007-26

Item code: 116040023

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	2000kg SWL, model 2007 sticker	[image: 116040022-PLS-2007-23.a42f0e69]


Catalog number: PLS-2007-23

Item code: 116040022

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	1000kg SWL, model 2007 sticker	
Catalog number: PLS-2007-22

Item code: 116040021

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	500kg SWL, model 2007 sticker	[image: 116040020-PLS-2007-21.b331b86f]


Catalog number: PLS-2007-21

Item code: 116040020

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Warning, model 2007 sticker	
Catalog number: PLS-2007-13

Item code: 116040019

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close




	 Close


	“Prolyft”, model 2009 sticker	[image: 116040039-PLS-20658.dcc192e7]


Catalog number: PLS-20658

Item code: 116040039

This is a spare part for the ProLyft PLE-series hoists. More information on this part and its position in the hoist can be found in the manual and the exploded view. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Test and Service Equipmet		Load testing		Workshop testrig		Washer M24	[image: PLT-10-013.ac56a0b8]

Catalog number: PLT-10-013

Item code: 116060013


	 Close


	H.bolt metric M24x2x180	Catalog number: PLT-10-012

Item code: 116060012


	 Close


	H.bolt metric M24x2x180	[image: PLT-10-011.ac56a0b8]

Catalog number: PLT-10-011

Item code: 116060011


	 Close


	Reducing fitting M24	[image: plt-10-009.ac56a0b8]

Catalog number: PLT-10-009

Item code: 116060009


	 Close


	Load cell read out unit	Catalog number: PLT-10-006

Item code: 116060006


	 Close


	Loadcell	[image: plt-10-005.c90ca2a9]

Catalog number: PLT-10-005

Item code: 116060005


	 Close


	Eyenut M24	[image: plt-10-004.c90ca2a9]

Catalog number: PLT-10-004

Item code: 116060004


	 Close


	Rotating eyebolt M24x35,5T	[image: plt-10-003.c90ca2a9]

Catalog number: PLT-10-003

Item code: 116060003


	 Close


	Testrig testframe	Catalog number: PLT-10-002

Item code: 116060002


	 Close




	 Close


	Mobile test device		Chain adapter Grub Bolt M4	Catalog number: PLT-10-006-MT-04

Item code: 216060015


	 Close


	Chain adapter 4.0×12.2 – 6.0×18.0mm	Catalog number: PLT-10-006-MT-03

Item code: 216060014


	 Close


	Chain adapter 7.1×20,5 – 11.0×31.0mm	Catalog number: PLT-10-006-MT-02

Item code: 216060013


	 Close


	Pin adapter	Catalog number: PLT-10-006-MT-01

Item code: 216060012


	 Close


	Load cell read out unit	[image: plt-10-005.c90ca2a9]

Catalog number: PLT-10-005-MT

Item code: 116060052


	 Close


	Loadcell	Catalog number: PLT-10-006-MT

Item code: 116060051


	 Close




	 Close




	 Close


	Tools		Hex Socket 1-4 3mm	
Catalog number: PAE-T-4178.03CAR

Item code: 216060005

Tools for maintenance and repair of the Aetos hoists. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Hex Socket 1-4 4mm	
Catalog number: PAE-T-4178.04CAR

Item code: 216060006

Tools for maintenance and repair of the Aetos hoists. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Hex Socket 1-4 5mm	
Catalog number: PAE-T-4178.05CAR

Item code: 216060007

Tools for maintenance and repair of the Aetos hoists. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Hex Socket 1-4 6mm	
Catalog number: PAE-T-4178.06CAR

Item code: 216060008

Tools for maintenance and repair of the Aetos hoists. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Socket 1-4 7mm	
Catalog number: PAE-T-4177.07CAR

Item code: 216060009

Tools for maintenance and repair of the Aetos hoists. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Socket 1-4 8mm	
Catalog number: PAE-T-4177.08CAR

Item code: 216060010

Tools for maintenance and repair of the Aetos hoists. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Allenkey T-grip 3mm	
Catalog number: PAE-T-SL42T3

Item code: 216060002

Tools for maintenance and repair of the Aetos hoists. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Allenkey T-grip 5mm	
Catalog number: PAE-T-SL42T5

Item code: 216060003

Tools for maintenance and repair of the Aetos hoists. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Allenkey T-grip 6mm	
Catalog number: PAE-T-SL42T6

Item code: 216060004

Tools for maintenance and repair of the Aetos hoists. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close


	Caliper Face Spanner	
Catalog number: PAE-T-SL444

Item code: 216060001

Tools for maintenance and repair of the Aetos hoists. Always refer to a certified Service Point when you need repairs or maintenance.




	 Close




	 Close




	 Close
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